Physical Model Test on the Deformation Mechanism of Reservoir Bank Slopes With Sand Layers Under Coupled Hydro-Mechanical Conditions
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A reservoir area is mostly located in the canyon area, and the geological structure is complex. There are a large number of unstable slopes on the bank of the reservoir. The stability of bank slope is greatly affected by water storage and reservoir water regulation. In addition, sudden rainstorm and other external factors can reduce slope stability. In this article, the physical model test is used to study the seepage field and deformation characteristics of typical reservoir bank slopes with sand layers under different rainfall intensities, different water level fluctuation rates, and their coupling effects. The model has a length of 4.0 m, a width of 1.0 m, and a height of 0.9 m, and the piezometers and white balls are used to monitor the pore water pressures and displacements inside the slope model individually. The results show that the responsiveness of pore water pressure inside the slope lags behind both water level fluctuation and rainfall. The lag time is inversely proportional to the water level fluctuation rates under the single water level fluctuation condition, while it is proportional to water level fluctuation rates in the water level decline stage under the coupling effect condition. The rapid impoundment of the reservoir area has a strengthening effect on the stability of the reservoir bank slope. However, accelerated deformation of the slope occurs in the stage of water level decline, and the deformation rate is proportional to the water level fluctuation rates.
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INTRODUCTION

A reservoir area is located in the gorge where the geological structure is complex. There are many unstable slopes on the bank of the reservoir, whose stabilities are greatly affected by the regulation of reservoir storage (Jiang et al., 2019). In addition, other external effects, such as sudden rainstorms, may lead to instability and failure. Compared with landslides in mountainous areas, landslides around reservoir banks are involved in various boundary conditions, including immersion infiltration of reservoir water, wave erosion, and water level fluctuation. The complete
understanding of the deformation and failure characteristics, stability evolution law, and instability mechanism of reservoir landslides is the key to preventing and controlling geological disasters in reservoir areas.

In 1987, Gatto and Doe (1987) suggested that most of the bank collapses could be associated with the reservoir water level and the effect of wind-wave erosion. They concluded that the bank collapse should be treated as a site-specific problem because of the complexity and variability of numerous factors that may contribute to the collapse. In recent years, research on reservoir landslides has developed rapidly. Many previous field investigations have revealed that layered soil influenced the rainfall water movement and distribution of water content, which are two factors determining slope failures. However, the influence of an intermediate coarse layer on slope failure is still not evident due to many uncontrollable factors of a natural slope, such as the slope angle and rainfall intensity, (Hamrouni et al., 2019). Sengani and Mulenga (2020) used FLACSlope [Numerical software “Finite Difference Method (FDM)”] to simulate FoS and pore water pressure in sunny and rainy conditions of the Thulamela Municipality roads (R523); the results show that extreme rainfall can reduce the shear strength and resistance of the soil slope material. Boggaard and Greco (2016) thought that rainfall was one of the most common hazards responsible for triggering landslides. Some researchers think that the hydrology in and around a landslide area leads the pore pressure to replace the soil skeleton stress; as a result, the shear strength of the soil is reduced. Tang et al. (2020) evaluated the influence of the middle coarse layer on the slope stability during heavy rainfall through physical model tests; he found that intermediate coarse layers embedded between finer ones may initially confine the infiltration within the overlying finer layers, delaying the infiltration and eventually inducing a larger flow diversion in the inclined slope. With the rigid body limit equilibrium method, Sun et al. (2017) studied the long-term stability of reservoir bank slope under the influence of periodic rainfall and fluctuation of reservoir water level.

By using the finite element numerical method to model the fluid–solid coupling effect, Wang et al. (2007) analyzed the stress field, seepage field, and stability of reservoir slope under the effect of water level fluctuation and pointed out that the sudden drop in water level was the main factor leading to the instability of the slope. Jiao et al. (2014) used the discontinuous deformation analysis method (DDA) to simulate the failure process of the Qian Jiang Ping landslide in the Three Gorges Reservoir area. Zhang et al. (2018) classified the slope failure mechanisms of the Da Gang Shan reservoir into creep–shear–tension failure and toppling–tensile–shear models. Min et al. (2013) monitored the Shi Liu Shu Bao landslide in the Three Gorges Reservoir area for many years and found that the deformation of the shallow landslide was mainly controlled by rainfall, while the change in the reservoir water level had a significant influence on the stability of deep landslide. (Hu et al. 2017b) studied the evolution process of the anti-landslide pile system by using a variety of field monitoring methods. Ji et al. (2018) studied the effects of slope gradient, material grain-size diameter, material density, wave height, and water level fluctuation on the bank collapse by orthogonal experiments. They found that slope gradient is the most sensitive factor affecting the bank collapse width, followed by soil density, clay proportion, wave height, and water level.

According to the existing literature, there are few research that focuses on the mechanism of bank slope with sand layer under hydro-mechanical coupling effects. In this article, a typical bank slope with a sand layer around a water conservancy and shipping hub reservoir was selected as the research object. By referring to some geological survey reports about this reservoir area, the large-scale indoor model test was designed to study the stability and deformation failure characteristics of slope under the conditions of different rainfall intensities (R), different water level fluctuation rates (V), and rainfall-coupled water level fluctuation. This study provides a certain reference for revealing the instability mechanism of the reservoir bank slope.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The Xin Gan shipping hub is located in Ji’an City, Jiangxi Province, China; it is in the subtropical humid monsoon climate zone. The geomorphic units include structural denudation of middle and low mountains, denudation of hills and gully terrain, river erosion accumulation landform (Ganjiang alluvial plain); low denudation hills and gully terrain are given out first, followed by alluvial plain. The Ganjiang River Basin is in the East Asian monsoon region with a humid subtropical climate, where the annual average temperature is between 17.2 and 19.3°C, and the extreme highest and the lowest temperatures are 41.6°C and −14.3°C, respectively. The average annual precipitation is 1,300–1,800 mm, and the maximum daily rainstorm occurs mainly from April to September. Heavy rainstorms are concentrated in frontal rain from May to June, and are mainly affected by typhoons from July to September.

In order to improve the irrigation conditions of farmland in the Xin Gan area and avoid crop waterlogging disasters, large-scale field lifting operations were carried out on agricultural canals, bucket canals, bucket ditches, and agricultural ditches. The total area is 656.45 mu and its elevation is 33–36 m. After field lifting, the typical slope becomes complicated, and it is composed of low-surface permeability weathered material, a middle fine sand layer, and bottom silty clay. In the reservoir area, the water level fluctuates between 5 and 8 m, and the slope stability changes obviously when rainfall happens. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to explore the stability of the slope under the effect of water level fluctuation in the rainy season.

According to the topography of the reservoir area, a simplified physical model of reservoir bank slope is constructed. Considering the test conditions, the scale ratio of this model is determined as 1:15. The height of the slope model is 0.86 m, the length of the slope toe is 2.73 m, the angle of the lower steep slope is 44.3°, and the angle of the upper slope is 19.6°. The geological structure in the reservoir area is simplified and contains three different soil layers: the upper soil layer (0.13 m), the middle sand layer (0.2 m), and lower silty clay (0.53 m).

Selection of Similar Materials

According to the similarity theorem (Stull, 1988), in order to ensure the lateral similarity between the physical model and the real case, the physical and mechanical properties and seepage characteristics of the model material need to be considered
simultaneously. The geometric similarity coefficient, $C_l = n = 15$, with the dimensional analysis method, and related properties of the model material are determined as follows:

$$
\begin{aligned}
C_p &= C_g = C_t = C_q = 1, \\
C_k &= C_n = C_v = \sqrt{n}, \\
C_c &= n.
\end{aligned}
$$

In the formula $C_p$, $C_g$, $C_t$, $C_q$, $C_k$, $C_n$, and $C_v$ are density similarity coefficient, gravity acceleration similarity coefficient, strain similarity coefficient, internal friction angle similarity coefficient, permeability similarity coefficient, cohesion similarity coefficient, rainfall intensity similarity coefficient, and water level fluctuation rate similarity coefficient, respectively.

In this test, the weathered soil collected in the field with low permeability is used in the upper layer. The quartz sand is used as the permeable layer in the middle, and the lower silty clay is made of quartz sand, bentonite, and silty clay as the matching materials. The quartz sand and silty clay are mainly used to adjust the strength of similar materials, and bentonite is mainly used as the binder. Through a large number of laboratory tests, the physical and mechanical properties of similar materials in each group were comprehensively analyzed and compared, and the ratio of similar materials in the lower silty clay was finally determined, as shown in Table 1.

**Testing Apparatus**

As shown in Figure 1, the model box has a length of 4.0 m, a width of 1.0 m, and a height of 0.9 m. It consists of three parts: the rainfall control system, the water level control, and the monitoring system. The transverse sides of the model box are toughened glass, and the longitudinal ends are steel plates. In the meantime, the gridline with 10 cm spacing and the contour line after slope scaling are attached to the toughened glass outside. The outlet is designed at the bottom of the front slope, and the water supply hose, micro flowmeter, and spherical solenoid valve with V port are connected to realize accurate water level control. The rainfall system is set on the rainfall bracket above the model box.

**Monitoring System**

Each soil layer was filled into the model box according to the required compaction level. Then, white foam balls were arranged at the grid intersection and slope surface, among which 6 balls were selected as reference points to analyze the displacement and deformation during failure. Seepage in the slope was monitored by embedding six piezometers with a measuring range from −10 to 10 kPa and an accuracy of ±0.1%FS (P1–P6) (Figure 2). As shown in Figures 2B,C, in the process of slope filling, the piezometers and white balls are buried, and the piezometers are buried in the soil layer between 0.33 and 0.53 m; the balls are placed close to the glass for observation conveniently. Continuous detection was carried out within 2 h after each test. Subsequently, the displacement of D1–D6 was expressed by the relative displacement between the grids and white balls measured by the camera per hour.

**Test Scheme**

According to the real project, the average annual rainfall during the operation of the reservoir area is 1,300–1,800 mm, and half of the rainfall is concentrated in the rainy season (from April to September). On this basis, the most unfavorable factors are considered, which means that the rainfall intensity $R$ is 0.002 m/h, 0.003 m/h, and 0.004 m/h, and the rainfall is annually uniform. The complete water level fluctuation from the highest level (0.53 m) to the lowest level (0.33 m) with three different fluctuation rates $V$ (0.5 m/d, 1.0 m/d, and 1.5 m/d) is considered in tests. Under the coupling effect, the maximum rainfall intensity $R$ (0.004 m/h) is applied when the water level of the slope model rises to 0.53 m and then drops back to 0.33 m at different fluctuation rates. The specific test conditions are shown in Table 2.

**RESULTS**

**Condition 1: Different Rainfall Intensities**

The static water level was controlled at 0.53 m to study the change in pore water pressure in the slope during rainfall. Three rainfall
intensities $R$ of 0.002 m/h, 0.003 m/h, and 0.004 m/h were set, and lasted for 38 h. The measured data from piezometers P3 and P4 and displacement monitoring points D1, D2, and D4 were selected for analysis.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that under the single effect of rainfall, the overall change trend of seepage in the slope is similar, and the response speed and variation amplitude of pore water pressure at each monitoring point are proportional to $R$. When $R = 0.004$ m/h, at the 15th hour, the pore water pressure of P3 rapidly increased to $-0.9$ kPa and slowly decreased to $-1.28$ kPa in the next 9 h. After the process, the pore water pressure curve tended to be gentle. This surge phenomenon gradually disappeared with the decrease of $R$ (0.002 m/h, 0.003 m/h). At the same time, it can be found that as P3 decreased, the pore pressure at the monitoring point P4 also increased rapidly, roughly the same as the displacement of monitoring points, which became stable as the deformation reached the maximum value. Under the impacts of rainfall, slope runoff, and transient saturation, the displacement of monitoring points D1 and D2 is larger than that of D4. When $R = 0.004$ m/h, the maximum displacement difference between D1 and D4 reached 0.24 cm, and the displacement at D2 also increased significantly.

### Condition 2: Different Water Level Fluctuation Rates

Figure 4 shows that the pore water pressure of slope presents the same variation characteristics of first increasing, stabilizing, and then decreasing. The variation characteristic lags behind the water level fluctuation, and lag time is inversely proportional to $V$. The piezometers P1 and P3, which lie in the upper layer, responded rapidly when the water level rises to the height of the monitoring points. By contrast, the piezometers P2, P4, and P6, which lie in the deeper layer, have lag time scales of 2–6 h. With the increase of $V$, the lag time is getting shorter. This result is in contrast with Jiang et al. (2019), which indicates that the lag time is proportional to $V$ in a loess slope during the water level decline process.

According to the displacement monitoring data, the negative impact on the slope stability during the decline process is greater than that during the rising process, and as the value of $V$ increases, even the rising process even plays a positive role in
promoting the slope stability (Huang, 2007; Macfarlane, 2009; Qi-Lang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). We can find that the displacement caused by the water rising effect is negative when the values of $V$ are 1.0 m/d and 1.5 m/d (Figures 4B,C), and the deformation rates during the decline process decrease with increasing $V$. However, when the $V$ is 0.5 m/d, no negative value occurs and the deformation rates are larger. It also shows that the closer to the slope surface, the larger the displacement value is. Meanwhile, the displacement caused by water level fluctuations is larger than that caused by rainfall. In other words, water level fluctuation exhibits a greater impact on the slope stability than rainfall within a certain range and plays a dominant role in triggering landslides (Calceterra et al., 2000; Guan et al., 2005).

### Condition 3: Coupled Hydro-Mechanical Effect

Figure 5 presents the pore water pressure and displacement curves of the slope caused by the coupling effect of different water level fluctuation rates and rainfall. It shows that the variation characteristics of pore water pressure are similar to those under condition 2. However, its lag time is proportional to $V$. The peak value of P1, which is near the slope surface, increases slightly compared with that under condition 2, and the lag times of P3 and P6 are shortened to 2–4 h. However, because of the thicker covering layer, longer permeability path, and larger horizontal permeability coefficient of the sand layer, the pore water pressure curves of P5 maintain flat and the rainwater converges to P1 and P3.

The pore water pressures of P1 and P3 present a phenomenon of sudden increase and then decrease in the decline process of $V=0.5$ m/d (Figure 5A), but this phenomenon cannot be observed when $V=1.0$ m/d and $V=1.5$ m/d. From the displacement curves, it appears that negative displacement would not be observed in the rising process of the coupling effect condition. Compared with those under the other two conditions, the deformation rates and final displacement under this condition are larger and the final displacement is proportional to $V$. It also shows that the closer to the slope surface, the larger the displacement value is. At the same time, the result shows that the deformation rates are converged in the rising process and accelerated in the declining process, and that the acceleration inflection points are consistent with the time of the decline point of pore water pressure.

### DISCUSSION

#### Rainfall Infiltration Regulation

Figure 6 shows the envelope of the moist front based on the variation of pore water pressure at each measuring point under different rainfall intensities and external observation during the test. The results reveal that the migration range of moist front is enhanced as the rainfall rate increases.

The result in Figure 3A shows a phenomenon where the pore water pressure of P3 suddenly increases and then decreases. This phenomenon has a significant difference from the homogenous silty clay slope whose pore water pressure monotonically increases during persistent rainfall (Fakhre Hamrouni et al., 2019). The reason is that P3 is located at the junction of three layers of soil. When the rainfall intensity is low, the infiltration process is relatively smooth in the upper weathered soil layer. When rainwater infiltrates the junction of multi-layer soil, due to the difference in permeability coefficient between upper and lower soil layers, the lower soil layer forms an air-water film on the interface of the soil layer caused by the action of matrix suction, which resists the further downward seepage of pore water. At present, a closed soil shell forms in the upper layer and the pore air of the lower layer is compressed such that the resisted pore water is concentrated at the junction, causing a sharp increase in the pore water pressure of P3.

With the continuous infiltration of rainfall, the pore air escapes through the soil pore as the pore air pressure increases to the maximum value to break the air-water film. At this time, a local drainage channel appears in the sand layer, so that the water gathered at the interface quickly migrates to the sand layer. Due to the larger permeability coefficient of the sand layer, the rainwater infiltrates rapidly so that the pore water pressure curve drops to a low situation (He et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2017a; Mein & Larson, 1973; Prete et al., 1998; Wei et al., 2018). But, with the increase of...
FIGURE 4 | Pore water pressure and displacement under different water level fluctuation rates in front of slope.

FIGURE 5 | R=0.004 m/h, pore water pressure and displacement under different water level fluctuation rates in front of slope.
rainfall intensity $R$, the pore water pressure of the upper layer caused by rainwater infiltration is too large to break the air-water film quickly that the moist front migrates to the sand layer rapidly. Therefore, the phenomenon of sharply increased $P_3$ gradually disappears. Slip deformation of the upper layer driven by seepage force has a significant influence on the overall stability of the slope (Song et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2017a; Mandal et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020).
rate. As a result, a higher groundwater level caused by rainwater infiltration forms in the sand layer. When the water level declines, there exists a larger instantaneous water head difference $\Delta h$ during a lower water level fluctuation rate, and the pore water pressure responds more rapidly. Therefore, the lag time of the decline process is proportional to the water level fluctuation rate.

Figure 5A shows that a consistent phenomenon of sudden increase and then decrease occurs on the pore water pressure curves of P1 and P3 when $V = 0.5$ m/d. This is because when the water level decreases to a certain degree, the water head difference between the sand layer and the outside water level caused by continuous rainfall infiltration will increase, and the pore water pressure of the junction of multi-layer soil will increase sharply. It shows that for the reservoir bank slope with a sand layer, the influence of rainfall on the slope stability is more significant than that of water level fluctuation when the water level fluctuation rate is less than a certain degree that needs further exploration.

Discussion on Deformation Characteristics Under Coupled Hydro-Mechanical Effect

According to the results, the final displacements of slope caused by coupled rainfall and water level fluctuation are larger than those under the other two conditions, and the displacements caused by single rainfall infiltration are the lowest. In addition, the displacement near the slope surface is larger than that inside of the slope. This finding indicates that the deformation of the slope is developing from surface to inside in the three conditions.

As shown in Figure 7, in single water level fluctuation condition, the development of the slope plastic zone is inhibited, and the overall deformation rates of the slope are small, even producing negative values of slope displacement at the fluctuation rate of 1.5 m/d. It means that the larger the water level rising rate is, the smaller the slope displacements are. The reason is that, as the water level rises, an anti-sliding force is generated and enlarged continuously in the front of the slope with the increase in hydrodynamic pressure. Meanwhile, the water level outside the slope is higher than that inside the slope, so that the seepage force towards the inside slope is produced and becomes larger with the increase of the water level fluctuation rate. Therefore, at the prophase of the water level rising process, rapid water storage has a certain stabilizing effect on the front edge of the slope (Wang, 2000; Nardi et al., 2012; Peng, 2014; He et al., 2018; Jiading et al., 2018).

However, in the coupling effect condition, the slope deformation rates increase significantly. The test results show that accelerated deformation of the slope occurs in the water level decline stage, and the deformation rate is proportional to the water level decline rate. Throughout the process, the change in trend of the front displacement of the slope conforms to the three stages of deformation and failure of the slope in terms of theory. The deformation rates are converged in the rising process and accelerated in the decline process, and the acceleration inflection point matches the decline point of pore water pressure well. The reason is that the expansion speed of moist front is accelerated and the total stress of the slope is enhanced because of rainfall infiltration, and thus the ratio of effective stress to the total stress is reduced. Meanwhile, rainfall infiltration results in a reduction in the water head difference between the outside and inside of the slope owing to the rapid rise of water, which weakens or even inhibits the development of the slope plastic zone.

At the decline process, the groundwater of the slope migrates towards outside, which leads to the reduction of pore water pressure and redistribution of internal stress, produces the consolidation settlement of soil, and magnifies the displacement of the slope.

Continuous rainfall produces dynamic scouring load on the slope surface, and continuous infiltration weakens the mechanical properties of the overlying soil layer. Combined with the seepage force generated from the internal soil to the outside of the slope, the anti-sliding force in front of the slope decreases during the decline process and the displacement increases significantly. At this time, a main fracture appears along the direction vertical to the slope at the trailing edge and several secondary fractures occur with the continuous infiltration of rainwater and the decline of water level (Figure 8). They continuously develop into the deep and finally leads to the local slip failure (Fha et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020a; Zhang et al., 2020b). Therefore, we can conclude that the deformation and failure course of the reservoir bank slope with sand layer is co-controlled by hydrodynamic effects, seepage force effects, and water-induced weakening effects, and the water level fluctuation is the dynamic factor and rainfall is the triggering factor.

CONCLUSION

(1) In the low rainfall intensity condition, an air-water film was produced at the intersection of the upper layer and the sand layer because of a large difference in their permeability coefficient, and it has a positive effect in resisting rainfall infiltration.

(2) Due to the existence of sand layer in the slope in the single water level fluctuation condition, the lag time of pore water pressure is inversely proportional to $V$. Conversely, the lag time of pore water pressure in the coupling effect condition is shorter and proportional to $V$ during the decline process.

(3) The final displacements of slope caused by coupled rainfall and water level fluctuation are larger than those caused by other two conditions. In addition, the displacement near the slope surface is larger than that inside the slope. This indicates that the deformation of the slope develops from surface to inside in the three conditions.

(4) Accelerated deformation of the slope occurs in the water level decline stage, and the deformation rate is proportional to the water level decline rate. The deformation and failure processes of the reservoir bank slope with sand layer are co-controlled by hydrodynamic effects, seepage force effects, and water-induced weakening effects, and the water level...
fluctuation is the dynamic factor, and the rainfall is the triggering factor.
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